
About the name

“KOKO 100” relates to Finland and to Finnish language: KOkonaisvailtainen KOulutuskonsultointi
(comprehensive education consultancy) and, besides of aiming at all-round, comprehensive, education
services and a 100% customer satisfaction, KOKO 100 also pays homage to Finland’s independence
centenary in 2017, which is also the foundation year of KOKO 100.

About the logo

The logo of KOKO 100 reflects the philosophy and aim of KOKO services: all-round education development
in a particular context. The base for the 3D cube figure, which is rather challenging to picture in a 2D
format, can be found in the theoretical cube model that I designed for my MA thesis and later developed in
my PhD dissertation to study global education as a social learning process. The main focus of the model is in
the cube placed in the centre, which is the location where various transactional social processes take place.

Figure: A theoretical model to study GE as a social learning process in Finnish basic education (A-K Pudas 2015: 183).

The transacting partners in the figure are Learner N, Learner 1, Teacher, and Context. They all play a part in the
formation of the operational culture of the school. Teacher represents the professional adult present in the learning
process, Learner 1 represents a student and Learner N represents persons other than Learner 1 present in the every-
day life of the school. Each Learner as well as Teacher in the model represents personal knowledge (of the world and
of himself or herself as part of this world) that individuals bring into the learning process. Knowledge in this figure is
understood on one hand as a personal frame of reference and on the other hand as a collective and social knowledge
of the context. Context represents the social unit. Context, to a degree, is also personified in different individuals
involved in the process: even though Learners represent individuals they also are part of the collective social not only
by being affected by it but also by constructing and creating it. One part of Context is social media; contexts of
learning have expanded and global and local have become more interconnected also at the classroom level.


